SHftRPSOFT ’ E TOOLKIT FOR ZEN

GENERAL:
The primary -function of this toolkit is to provide full screen editing of the
program source text, replacing the single line editor previously used.

A few new facilities are also provided to assist program development axnd
debugging.
Using

TOOLKIT a number of the BLUE keys of the MZ-80K keyboard have been given

special functions, in order that a number of operations can be carried out at
any time, with a single key-press. These keys can, however, be reset to their
original values if the Sharp graphics are required in the source text.
t

To make the keyboard easier to use, it. is possible to change the keyboard
operation to that similar to a standard typewriter, where the lowercase form
of each alphabetic character is the default, using the shift key for uppercase
letters, by the single press of one of the function keys.
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LOAD ZEN TOOLKIT:

Load your standard«ZEN assembler as normal , then ensure that the symbol table
is empty by killing the source file (command K>.
Place the ZEN TOOLKIT cassette into the player then enter the following
commands:

ZEN >RQ
NAME >% ZEN TOOLKIT

*

ZEN >G34B0H
BKF’T >3820H
The TOOLKIT printer selection will now be displayed.
Enter the appropriate option for your printer type so that the correct
interfacing will be used for print utilities. The ’Modified Epson’ is one
which has been modified to print the full set of SHAF(P characters plus high
resolution graphics.
After a valid selection has been made, control will return to ZEN.

To save your modified version of ZEN, load a new cassette into the player
then enter the following commands:

ZEN >W0
START >1200H
STOP >34B0H
EXE01200H
L0AD>1200H
NAME> any name

up

to 16 chars.

TOOLKIT CONTROL:

To pass control to the TOOLKIT editor, use the ’E’ command (previously used
to ENTER new lines. Apart from the ’E’ command, all other ZEN commands are
still operable, although those for source editing and positioning are no longe
needed if the TOOLKIT editor is used.

SCROLL UP

DOWN'

out of the current editing
mode; either from Textedit to Command mode, or from Command
mode back to standard ZEN control.

Pressing this key will take you

X IT
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The -four scroll keys will move the editing window over the text
in the requested direction, by either one or ten lines per
key-press. These keys may be held down -for -fast scrolling
through the source text.

ZEN>’ COMMAND MODE.

Commands entered here do not affect the text content, and are provided to make
general text processing easier.
Of the special blue Function Keys explained above, the following may be used
this mode:

*
*if
*

Repeat Locate

Lowercase Mode
Scrol 1 Up or Down
Exit

Other commands which may be used are as follows:

D

-

Disable Function Keys.
Graphics characters normally designated to
TOOLKIT functions may be disabled,
Keys,
the
the blue Function
keys
to revert to their original state.
causing those
only
disabled from Textedit mode and may still be
The functions are
used in Command Mode.

In order to use the Sharp

*

E

-

Enable Function Keys.
After the Function Keys have been disabled, they may be enabled again
by use of this command.
On entering the TOOLKIT, the Function Keys will be enabled.

M

-

Maximum Scroll.

To save time scrolling from your current position in the text to either
the top or bottom of the text, merely enter ’M’ followed by either the
Up or Down scrol 1 key.

L.

-

Locate.
Entering ’L? followed by a string up

to 30 characters long will cause
TOOLKIT to search the source file for that string. The search will
begin from the start of the line which is at the top of the screen.
If the string is found, the text in the window will automat i cal 1 y be
repositioned so that the string appears on the top line of text in the
wi ndow.
If the given string is not found, the legend ’STRING NOT FOUND’ will
appear at the bottom of the screen for a few seconds, together with a
beeping sound.
The Lowercase Mode must be enabled in order to search for a lowercase

character string.

INSERT LINE
unshifted

-

SI1MBLE LINE INSERTION.

Each time this key is pressed, a new line will be inserted into
the text at the cursor position. Holding the key down will
result in a continuous -flow of new lines being inserted.
shifted

-

CONTINUOUS LINE INSERTION.
For large volume entering of new lines, this facility will
provide a continuous supply of new lines; each new line
appearing when the CR key is pressed.
The first new line is created AFTER the line which the cursor
is on, when the key is pressed.
Line insertion is terminated by either the DELETE LINE key or
the EXIT key.

DELETE LINE

-

Each time this key is pressed, the line which the cursor is on
will be deleted. Holding this key down will result in
subsequent lines being deleted.

COPY SELECT

-

a line or block of source text to another location,
move the cursor to any point on the single line or first line
in the block, then press the Copy Select key. A beep will be
heard, indicating that selection has been made. The line or
block may now be copied elsewhere using t;he Copy Insert key.

COPY INSERT

selected a line or block for copying
- Having
Select key, move the cursor to the point in

To

copy

using the Copy

the text to where

the copy is to be made.
Single line copy

-

Copy Insert key (unshifted).

When the Copy Insert key is pressed, the selected line will
be inserted into the source text IN FRONT OF the line which
the cursor is on.
The Copy Insert key may be used any number of times to
produce multiple inserts of the same line. The selected line
will not change until the Copy Select key is used again.

Block copy

-

Copy Insert key' (shifted).

As with single line copying, the block is inserted IN FRONT
OF the line which the cursor is on.
A block is defined as being all lines from the Selected line
to the next completely blank, line. As a precaution against
accidental mass copying, a maximum of 100 lines may be
copied in one block. If more than 100 lines are detected in
the block, a few warning beeps will be heard, and the Copy
Insert will not be carried out.
The cursor position when the Copy Insert key is pressed may
not be within the block to be copied.

Because the position of the selected block is noted by its
relative position in the source text, using the block for
more than one Insert should only be done if the previous
Insert points were AFTER the selected block in the source.

TOOLKIT EDITOR:
Editing the source text with the TOOLKIT is provided through a ’ window’ which
is superimposed over the text, and is shown by the large rectangle always

present while under TOOLKIT control .

The editing window allows you access to 20 lines of source text and may be
moved through the source by scrolling in the required direction.
into two modes:

Editing is split

*
*

COMMAND MODE, -for general source text commands.

TEXTEDIT MODE, tor

creating or amending the text

content. Once in this
mode, you are tree to change any ot the text shown in the window; all
modi t i cat i ons being immediately retlected in the text tile.

Both ot these modes are explained in detail below.
a number ot the BLUE keys on the MZ-80K keyboard
been al 1 ocated special tunctions, as tollows:

To make text edi ti n g easier
~~
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REPEAT LOCATE - Atter a character string has been •found (see LOCATE command
below) you may locate the next occurrence ot the string by
pressing this key.
upper and lowercase text handling, the MZ-80K
keyboard may be changed to operate like a standard typewriter,
in that the lowercase form ot the alphabetic keys is the
default; use SHIFT to obtain uppercase letters.
When LOWERCASE MODE is selected, the panel light to the right
of the keyboard is turned RED.

LOWERCASE MODE- To simplity

As this mode can be switched on or off at any time without
having to move the cursor, the characters available in shifted
mode on the standard keyboard are still easily accessible.

p

Print Source Text
This facility is provided to print the source text without having to
assemble; a great advantage while a program is being developed.

If just ’P' is entered, the whole source text is printed.
If a one to five figure number follows, e.g. F’120, then that number of
lines will be printed, starting from the line which is at the top of
the window.
Q

-

Query.

This works similar to the standard ZEN QUERY, except that the print of
memory contents is sent to an attatched line printer.

The format of the printed output is as follows:

HHHH XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX
where HHHH

=

XX

=

C

=

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

Hex address of start of line
2 character hex representation of the byte in memory.
16 bytes of memory are printed on each line.
Character representation of the 16 bytes of memory.
Any non-pr i ntabl e characters will be printed as
a full stop ? .'.

The Query print will continue until SHIFT/BREAK is pressed.

SHIFT/BREAK key.
This has the same effect as the EXIT key. Control will be returned
to standard ZEN.

HOME key.
HOME key is the way of entering TEXTEDIT mode. The cursor
will be moved to the top left corner of the window, ready for text
man i pul at ion.

Pressing the

XTEDIT MODE.
Having entered Textedit Mode after use of the HOME key in Command Mode, you
are free to create new, or amend the existing text which is shown in the

wi ndow.
The cursor can be moved about the window using the standard yellow cursor keys
on the MZ-80K keyboard. In TOOLKIT edit, these keys can be held down for

faster cursor movement.
The following blue Function Keys may be used during Textedit:
#

*
*
t
*
t
*

Lowercase Mode

Insert Line
Delete Line
Copy Select
Copy

Insert

Scroll Up or Down
Exit

Other special features of Textedit are

HOME key.
Pressing the HOME key will move the cursor back to the top left

corner of the window.

SHI FT/BREAK key.
This may be used as an alternative to the EXIT key, in order to return
to Command Mode.
If the Function Keys have been disabled, this is your only way out
of the window.

CR key.
When the CR key is pressed, the cursor is moved to the start of the
previously on the bottom line of the
automatically scrolled one line.
text
be
will
source
the
window,

next line. If the cursor was
INST key

-

Insert character.

This key should be used to insert one or more characters into an
ex i st i ng 1 i ne.

Note that when characters are pushed out of the window to the right,
they will be lost, as the window width is the same as the maximum
length source statement.
DEL key

-

Delete character.

This key deletes characters from an existing line.
SML/CAP

key

-

Sharp Graphics Characters.

To obtain the special Sharp graphics characters which are normally
reached through pressing SHIFT & SML/CAF' together, use the SML/CAP key
like the SHIFT key. Press SML/CAP and the key for the graphics
character together.
Graphics on the Function keys are available even if Functions enabled.
rolling while in Textedit will keep the cursor at. its same relative position
to the text, if this remains 'in the window. If the cursor if ’forced off’ the
window, you will be forced back into Command'-Mode and scrolling will stop, even
if you have the key held down. To continue scrolling, merely take pressure off
the scroll key, then re-press.

**

